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FEEDBACK FROM OUR CLIENTS
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Before partnering with CompassMSP our server storage
was maxed out and required frequent rebooting. Compass
facilitated a seamless migration to the cloud and resolved
our issues. Their team is extremely responsive and great to
work with. - Healthcare Supply Solutions
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Uptime Counts:
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99.998%

average CompassCloud uptime.
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Your Time Counts:

average helpdesk call length.
Experience Counts:

12 years

average years of industry experience on our team.

CompassComplete:
Full-scale IT as a Service (ITaaS) comparable to an in-house IT
department for clients who don’t don’t have sufficient resources
to operate a full-IT staff. This encompasses everything from
procurement to 24/7 monitoring and management.
CompassComplementary:
Customized managed IT services designed to supplement your
existing IT practices and staff to provide a more comprehensive
IT strategy. Services are tailored to meet your individual needs
and fill any gaps your team lacks the time or expertise to focus
on.

CompassMSP is accessible and attentive when we have a
problem. They resolve an issue and automatically begin
implementing a solution so it doesn’t happen again.
- MDM Commercial

Polestar Pilates International has been a CompassMSP
customer for over 13 years. They’ve always provided
exceptional customer service and IT solutions for our
growing business. We trust in their ability to manage our
business IT needs and would highly recommend them.
- Polestar Pilates International

MANAGED IT SERVICES
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MANAGED VOIP SERVICES
Managed VoIP services utilize cloud-based hosting, eliminating
traditional PBX hardware and enabling the phone system to
continue to grow with your company. Additional lines, features
and software updates can be made with the click of a button.

MANAGED CLOUD SOLUTIONS
From concept to migration and beyond, we’re your cloud resource.
Our expansive range of cloud solutions enable you to implement
the technology you need on terms that suit your preference,
budgeting and business model.

TECHNOLOGY OPTIMIZATION
Unique services designed to optimize the way you use technology,
and help you streamline your telecom and IT. We can identify any
issues you may be facing, and develop custom solutions specific
to your business.

CYBER SECURITY
With constant attacks from many sources and the growing use
of mobile devices, social networks, and cloud-based applications,
keeping your network secure is essential. Protect your staff,
clients and your data and free up time to focus on operations
without worrying about security while we continuously monitor
your network for threats, and eliminate issues before they arise.

